Composition 2: A Sucker Every Minute
Essential Question: How do advertisers utilize emotion appeals, logical appeals, and
testimonials to persuade target audiences?

PROMPT:

Explain how advertisers
employ the Greek persuasion techniques
of pathos, logos, and ethos to convince
consumers to buy products or services.
You may analyze up to [3] ads in each
paragraph for a total of [9] in the whole
essay, but [1] of them must be cited from
a source like YouTube, Google Images, or
a magazine with a citation.
Gifted Differentiation: GIEP students
will choose at least one example of print
advertising in addition to visual ad copy.

SUBTOPIC IDEAS: Simply define each technique.
INTRODUCTION IDEA: Try the quotation technique.

Circus millionaire P.T.
Barnum once said, “There’s a sucker born every minute.” Follow this quote with an
explanation of how his words are relevant to advertising that you see today. Give an
example of some commercials that you think sucker people in buying products that they
do not really need to be happy but they feel they just cannot do without! This will be a
great lead-in to your topic sentence, where you reveal the three tricks advertisers use to
sucker consumers out of their money—ethos, logos, and pathos. If you do not like this
technique, try describing what made a memorable ad so memorable for you—a model
follows to illustrate this technique.

CONCLUSION IDEA: Explain which of the three techniques you consider most
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persuasive and why. Or respond to this quote in some way: Comedian Jerry Seinfeld once
joked, "I love advertising because I love lying. Trying to dupe innocent people out of
hard-won earnings to buy useless, low-quality, misrepresented items is an excellent use of
talent."

Mega-Tips for Content

•

•

Taping an ad on a VCR will help it stay still so you can more easily analyze and write about it. Use
magazine ads if you don’t watch TV—or do radio ads!
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•

Writing this essay is sort of like simulating the two-man football announcer system—first, one guy
matter-of-factly describes the action [the play-by-play man] while the other guy analyzes why it
happened and gives insights [the color commentator].
Start each ad analysis by describing what is said and what happens, maybe even describing the
slogan or the music.
Then, get inside the mind of the advertiser in each ad to explain if the main approach to persuade
the consumer is ethos, logos, and/or pathos. Explain why the advertiser does what he does and
whether it works for his target audience—that is, the specific group he’s trying to persuade—
young, old, married, single, parent, rich, middle class, black, white, religious, secular, liberal,
conservative, housewife, employed, male, female, blue-collar, white-collar?
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•

List below at least three ads that you might analyze for each
technique:

Ethos… trust in a product or idea created by a celebrity who endorses it via a

testimonial. As long as the celebrity shares some trustworthy characteristic with the
product or idea, ethos is maintained. Must be a positive connection between the product
and the celebrity.

1.
2.
3.

Pathos…exploiting consumer emotions to make them feel good about a product or

believe that they can't live without it, that it'll transform their lives: band wagon,
patriotism, humor, sex, self-consciousness, desire to fit in, cuteness, status-consciousness,
macho appeal, fear, desire to be young.

1.
2.
3.

Logos…appealing to the consumer's logical or reasonable side by focusing strictly on
product quality and value: statistics, tests, numbers, comparisons with other brands,
health benefits, price, guarantees.
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Model Essay
Annoying Greeks, Go Away!
Circus millionaire P.T. Barnum once said, “There’s a sucker born every minute.” The
truth is that consumers are suckered into buying products the really do not need—or that they
never would have wanted—if were not for some clever advertising guru playing with their minds
and hearts. Who really needs water in a bottle aside from survivalists and military personnel? It
takes a genius to convince millions of Americans that they should pay $2.50 for something that
they could have gotten for free from a spigot. But slap a picture of a Rocky Mountain stream on
a green label or give it some fancy French name like “Perrier”—and suddenly a product that
should be free is lining the pockets of some billionaire who is laughing his way to the bank—
mountain fresh water? Hell no! It’s straight from the faucet, you nimrod, with more impurities
than common well-water to boot. And it’s the same sucker-tactics from iPhones to iMacs, from
Snuggies to Deluxe Huggies. For decades advertisers have used ancient Greek persuasion tactics
like ethos, logos, and pathos to sell products and ideas to their target audiences.
Ethos commercials build consumer trust in a product by featuring a celebrity or expert
well-known to the consumers. Look at the Hanes commercial. Two middle-aged ladies are
sitting on a park bench. Nothing too interesting about that. But as men walk by, you hear the
ladies whispering, “Oh…boxers,” or “Definitely briefs,” or “Eww, whitey-tighties.” (Hanes). All
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trying to figure out what style of underwear he has on. With mystified looks on their faces, he
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of a sudden you see the back of a mysterious man walking towards them, and they are stumped

stops, looks at them, and says, “They’re Hanes.. Let’s leave it at that.” The ladies seem shocked,
impressed, and embarrassed at the same time. Not only is it Michael Jordan they are staring at,
but he reveals to them some highly personal information. Hanes features a well-recognized male
athlete in their ad--one that even most women would recognize. But does Michael Jordan even
wear Hanes? He might, but he has his own line of clothes, so he probably has his own
underwear line, too. Doesn't matter. This ad would attract both male and female audiences
because of a good looking, well-known athlete whom most folks trust. The women would see a
good-looking male wearing underwear in which their husbands or boyfriends might, with some
fantasizing, look just as good, while the males might imagine themselves as some sort of
superstars wearing them too. Either way, a trustworthy Jordan was paid a pretty penny to walk
by and say, “They’re Hanes…Let’s leave it at that.”
Pathos advertisements try to play with the emotions of consumers. Whether its
humor, fear, sex appeal, or romance, these spots try to make you feel, not think. One of the best
pathos commercials I’ve ever seen was created by Jack-Links beef jerky. The drama unfolds as
three young males who are looking to prank some golfers spy Sasquatch teeing off. They slip
around the golf cart, open a black bag, and brandish an air horn. Taking cover so Sasquatch
doesn’t see them, they crawl under a row of pine trees right next to the hairy mammal, who leans
down and sets his ball. As he pulls his club back to crush the ball, the guys blow the air horn.
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chasing them. They sprint from under the trees, jump back in the golf cart, and drive away until
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Sasquatch misses the ball completely and starts screaming. The animal looks over and starts

the beast blind-sides their cart and sends them flying. As the announcer puts it, “Explore your
wild side” (Jack-Links 1). This commercial gives no logical reason to buy jerky--it could have
emphasized the high protein content or the low fat nutritional value but didn’t. Instead, the
advertisers are banking on the pathos of the humor and the bandwagon to target young males in
rural areas. This teen-guy target audience is into juvenile pranks and might relate more to
humor than to nutritional facts. Since the actors have a good time messing with Sasquatch, the ad
is implying that you will have a good time too--if you just eat more jerky. Either way, there is no
such thing as a Sasquatch--and I doubt that just because you buy these tasty meats you’ll have
more fun being a jerk with your buddies on the back-nine.
Logos advertisements appeal to the consumer’s logical or reasonable side by focusing
strictly on product quality and value. They impel you to buy products by comparing them with
other brands or by giving statistics that you rarely remember. Infomercials would definitely be
categorized under logos, whether we're talking the superiority of a space-age cleaning agent, a
hair-replacement system, or another belly-busting workout video. These ads lavish the viewer
with statistics, health benefits, guarantees, and good prices--most of which amounts to
advertising artifice provided you read the small print at the bottom of the screen or can keep pace
with the fast-talking disclaimers at the end. On a Clear Eyes commercial, for instance, a man
produces a beach ball that resembles an eyeball. The beach ball is red-and-white striped with a
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few drops once every six days eliminates even the most severe case of madness.” The spot itself is
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black dot in the center. In a monotone voice he says, “For insane, red eyes, use Clear Eyes. Just a

unimaginative and dull.

The statistics are hardly memorable, and if by

chance they are

remembered, they are most likely useless to most folks without chronic eye fatigue and sleep
deprivation. A striking magazine ad for Game Tracker’s Carbon Express arrows also utilizes the
logos approach. Featuring sex appeal in a scantily clad Xena Warrior Princess model, the ad goes
beyond sexual messages by appealing to the high quality of the arrow’s “six to seven layers of all
carbon construction” and “radial carbon fiber that maximizes kinetic energy” (Game Tracker
47). The quality details may be lost in the curves of the Xena model, but the ad does appeal to
the logical side of the knowledgeable archer.
Advertisers lure us into the consumer world by designing a variety of commercials, none
of which work for everybody but which collectively appeal to just about anyone. Some people are
swayed by the statistics of a product's performance, while others believe that the product will be
fun because of goofy highway squirrel shenanigans. Others target us by age, race, political
affiliation, social class and gender by paying high-priced celebrities to garner trust within our
demographic market. As with the Trojans of old, consumers should beware of Greeks and their
gifts. Someday you may find yourself looking a gift horse in the mouth, when what you are really
buying comes out the other end.
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Avoid Redundancy
There are two ways to be redundant: by using the same word too often or by using two words
that mean the same thing.
What words could you use to eliminate the redundancy in the examples below?
• I was lucky to find a good luck charm.
• Ulysses was a man of courage, performing a host of courageous acts.
• The personal computer is a recent technological innovation.
Often, student writers are redundant on purpose in an attempt to fill up required word or page
lengths. As a general rule, if you can say what you have to say in fewer words, then do it!
Can you reduce them to fewer words to eliminate redundancy?
• The committee had a lengthy discussion in respect to the matter of raising money for the
prom.
• Many nations in the world are eager to improve their economic conditions, to rise from their
present levels of poverty.
• A play which is very interesting and which is very different is the play Death of a Salesman b
Arthur Miller.
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Always capitalize:
The first word of a sentence. [The wind howled.]
The word I. [Who am I?]
Peoples' names. [Jake]
Places. [Tyrone]
Weekdays, months, holidays. [Monday, June, Christmas]
Major words in titles--except for newspaper headlines. [The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn versus "Local man involved in heroin bust" ]
Organizations, Groups, and Agencies. [The Boy Scouts, Marines]
Buildings, ships, planes, trains. [The World Trade Center]
Businesses. [General Electric]
Specific historical events, but not general centuries in history. [The Civil War, the
Renaissance versus the twentieth century]
A person's title, but not the general title. [President Clinton versus "I'm the president of a
company."]
Words referring to a deity. [God, Allah]
Titles of specific courses but not general areas of study. [Geography 106, versus "I hate
geography."
The first word of a quotation. [ John said, "Get out of my way!]
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Capitalization

